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Abstract

The analysis of the pion-beta decay experiment is complete, with 

an improvement in accuracy of a factor of two over previous work. Prepara

tions for the search for bound states in pp at CF.RN using the l.LAR facility 

are well advanced. The proposal to use the Crystal Box at LAMPI" for a new 

pi “-zero-to-three-gamma experiment has been approved. Work on the neutrino 

experiment, proposal (No, 638) at LAMPF has continued. We expect to make some 

contributions to the proposal for LAMPF II in the coining months.
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Introductimi

Our program is now in three areas: rare piun decays, nucleon-antinucleon

interactions and neutrino physics. The common factor in this work is the exami

nation uf the properties of the basic interactions: the electro-weak interaction 

(rare pion decays and neutrinos) and the strong interaction (NN interactions).

The NN work can throw light on the nucleon-nucleon interaction by using the 

symmetry properties of NN potentials, arid may also illuminate the fundamental 

quark interaction.

In the paragraphs below, we summarize the results of our work so far. 

Conference reports and Ph.D. theses which have not already been submitted are 

submitted along with this report (see list of contents).

Pi ori Beta Deea^

The analysis of this experiment will be completed and the results published 

in the current period, Two systematic effects (at the 0,6% level} remain to 

be studied. Our current value for the branching ratio is (1.021 + 0.039) x 10~8 , 

which agrees well with the prediction of the current theory of weak interactions, 

which is (1.047 + 0.000) x 10"^, Our measurement has an accuracy of 3.0%, 

while best previousbest experiment was at the 10% level. Most of our error is 

due to statistical effects, so that an improved experiment (at the 2% level) 

is possible with our apparatus; we are considering making such a proposal.

More details are giyen in Francois Gaille's Ph.D. thesis (C00-3539-18).

P j - z e r o - t o - 1hree~tjamnia d o c a /

This experiment is a test of the C-invariance of the electromagnetic inter

action. The best existing measurement was carried out by us under this contract 

(Physical Review Letters, 44, (1980), p. 620, and C00-3S39-12), and gave an upper 

limit of 3.8 x 10~7 for the branching ratio iP y y y



We have obtained tho cooperation of the group responsible for the Crystal

Box detector at LAMPF in proposing a new measurement with this detector, which

-9is expected to roach the 10 level. This proposal has been approved as 

Experiment '126, for 500 hours of beam time* in late 1984 or early 1985.

Temple's responsibility includes beam instrumentation, target design and 

trigger design. Also we will carry out tho analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation 

of the experiment.. We have hired Ur. Gary Hogan (currently of MP-4 at LAMPF) 

to help us in this effort.

Since the Crystal Box is Ipcated on the Stopped Muon Channel at L'iMPF, it

is important to know the negative pion flux available at low momenta.

We carried out a measurement of the flux during a development run (duly 9-11 

1982), and found rates in excess of our requirements. At 156MeV/c we had 

43% pions, 22% muons and 35ft electrons in the beam, with a flux estimated at 

500kHz per percent momentum bite. The momentum bite used in the test was in 

fact too large for our needs.; some study on how to reduce it is needed. However 

since we require only GO-lOOkhz of pions, there is clearly enough beam available 

and we can confidently proceed to design and construct equipment for this 

experiment,

■ n ~ A_n ti ĵ r ojt_on_

A revised analysis of the anihilation cross-section data was presented at

the LEAR workshop at Frice (C00-3539-17) and a complete description'is avail

able as'E. Jastrzembski's Ph,D, thesis (COO-3539-19). No structure can be 

claimed on the basis of our results; we do not confirm the 5(1936) as reported 

by groups, Preparations for the LEAK experiment (PS183) is well advanced; we 

3 re assembling counters, fast logic and data-acquisition programs for this 

experiment, We expect to expect to have much of this in hand by the end of 

the first contract year, and be ready to send people to CLRN beginning January 

1983. We have hired Dr. Richard VonL.int.1g to work on this experiment* which
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Neutrino Physics

In the summer of 1981, one of us (L. B. Auerbach) attended the Neutrino 

workshop held at LAMPF, and after many discussions with workshop participants 

the Temple group signed on as collaborators on Experiment 638 (Dombeck, et al; 

proposal for a neutrino facility with a search for neutrino oscillations as the 

first experiment; measurement of the differential cross-section for v + e ->■ v + e 

as the second experiment).

During this past year, we have been working (primarily calculation) on a 

number of aspects of expt. 638.

(1) Scintillator Panels for the neutrino dehector.

As the detector was first envisioned, it was to consist primarily 

of aluminum plates (interaction sites) and tracking devices. We argued in 

favor of periodic interspersal (we settled on every fifth plane) of scintilla

tor planes for purposes of good timing (to within a few tens of nonosceonds) 

and particle identification (through pulse si/e and possibly pulse shape).

We propose 2-cm-thick scintillator planes, with each plane consisting of 

four separate pieces (see attached diagram), each with a li" photomultiplier.

This will provide a solid angle for light collection varying from 12$ to 20$ 

and a minimum of 30 photoelectrons (for an electron of minimum ionization).

Since the gaps between scintillator and aluminum will contain tracking 

devices we will be able to use the corrected scintillator pulse-tieight (for 

particles transversing the scintillator) to distinguish between particle 

types.

We have calculated the escape probability for protons from the reaction

* V)ip ^see ^ 9 ure aacJ (me SGGS Photons produced either

from v p v p or from v n ■+ p'p in carbon will for all practical purposes be 

trapped in the scintillator, proyiding very large pulses. The protons from



? 2 
V p -*• v  p in aluminum (each plane having 2.7 gm/cm' rather than the 2 gin/cm

of scint.) have a higher capture probability'and will escape ^ 052 of the time, and

fire a tracking device). Since thsre are no free protons in aluminum, it is

difficult to determine the proton energy spectrum from the neutral current

interaction or that from the more prevalent charged current interaction.

Dombeck has done calculations based on a Termi Gas Model of C and A1 

proposed by J. O'Connell et al, PR C'6,719 (1972), and his results yield the 

event rates for muons given in Hie Neutrino Facility Proposal.

We have made calculations for proton and electron spectra integrated over 

neutrino flux for the neutral current reactions (see Tigs. 2 and 3). We will 

soon calculate, independently, the expected spectra and detection efficiencies

of products of v C and v Al events.
)j )i

The "oscillation" experiment proposed in expt. 630 is really an attenua

tion expt., as pointed out in the proposal. Under the circumstances, it is 

obyiously extremely important to understand, in detail, the expected energy and 

angular distributions of all recoil particles, and we expect to continue doir , 

these calculations since it is always useful (when possible) to have agreement 

from independent sources.

Concerning the scintillator planes, we have taken the responsibility for 

design and testing of a prototype. Within the next few months, we hope to 

have the first experimental results on pulse height and shape vs, position.

(2) Neutrino lilectron Scattering

To date, most of the calculations for this mode have been done by 

Roger Carl ini at Los Alamos, Because of the radiative processes associated 

with electron passage through matter, the measurement of electron range is 

for all practical purposes useless as a determination of energy. In addition, 

a detector of such low density material as scintillator cannot provide, via

-7-
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pulse height summed over many panels, a reasonable energy resolution. Our

group at Temple has, in the past few years, done experiments using lead glass,

and we are looking into the possibility of incorporating lead-glass panels in

the detector to be used (?0 m from the target) for the v^e experiment.

In addition, a number of us are going to run in a test-channel (at LAMPF)

this fall to deter/nine experimentally the range and energy deposition of

electrons in an array or elements identical to that in the proposed neutrino

detector. At present, there is no experimental data in our electron energy

range (100 to 230 MeV) and we have, based all our estimates on

the output of a standard Monte Carlo routine (F.QS) that Roger Carl ini has

been using at Los Alamos. We are providing the scintillation counters for the 

test and we have met at LAMPF (on b-6 August) to complete the.test design.

At present, there is still a good deal of work to be done to find a 

satisfactory detector. It’is clear, lioweyer, that  ̂ detector which is good

enough for the oscillation experiment is not adequate for the electron scatter

ing experiment. We be!ieye that a good oscillation detector can be designed 

for reasonable cost; there are no insurmountable problems. The electron 

scattering experiment requires u fine-grained detector capable of measuring 

direction and energy of electrons in tho 100-Mey range, which is a difficult 

problem; however, we at Temple have a good deal of experience in the region 

and we feel a solution is possible,

LAMPFJI

We haye begun to participate in the preparation of experimental proposals

in support of the overall proposal for LAMPF II. Specifically, we are interested 

in kt)On beta decay (not yet observed), which has a predicted branching ratio

of order 10'8 , and in the CP-violating transverse muon polarisation in the 

decay K+ ■+ tt° )i+ v (present observations are consistent with zero al; the 5 x 10”'* 

level v Adair et al. Phys* Rev. D21 (1980) p. 1740).
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Other Work

One of us (LI3A) has an interest in General Relativity and Astrophysics.

He has obtained permission from Prof. Joe Taylor of Princeton U. to analyze 

his binary-pulsar data to see whether the "Einstein Quadrupole Formula" for 

energy loss due to gravitational radiation is really supported by his data. 

Taylor's approach was to assume its correctness and find best fits to the other 

parameters of his model for a binary pulsar, as opposed to allowing all para

meters to float. Dr. Auerbach has also had a I.ISP interpreter and a symbolic 

manipulation package (REDUCE) installed on our CDC Cyber - 1 M  to help a colleague 

(Peter Havas) study various exact solutions in General Relativity. The package 

also allows particle calculations and some of our particle theorists have 

expressed interest in its use.

L pPPPLMPJLojLIlPl^LSj^njt by Inves ti:ga_tors

Dr. McFarlane devoted one-third time to the project during the academic 

year and full time for three summer months. Drs. Highland and Auerbach devoted 

one-third time during the academic year and full time for two summer months.

Dr. Richard VonLintig (Research Associate) devoted 100% of his time, for 

12 months, to the project. Dr. Gary Hogan will devote 100% of his time to the 

project starting September, 1982, E. Gaille and E. Jastrzembski (Research 

Assistants) spent 100% of their time (for 7 months and 9 months respectively). 

Messrs. Datta, Kumar, Hang, Huang and Zhen spent from two to five months 

working as Research Assistants in the project.
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